
Call for PBI Service: (562) 595-4785  or  (209) 839-9280    (Toll Free) 1-800-421-3753
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7600930 Two deck stock truck 60” x 18” 
 with 1” sq. tubing -green, with 
 6 wheels - 18” spacing between 
 shelves 800lbs. Capacity.

Two Deck Stock Truck

This style of cart has been used by leading grocers and retailers world-
wide as the most efficient way to move product from backroom to sales 
floor. High end handles help secure merchandise in place while in tran-

sit. Its 16" width and 6 wheel design allow easy maneuverability 
through busy aisles.

2-handle diamond plate 
stock truck,
16” x 63” x 61”  high, 
with 4 swivel
and 2 rigid casters
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1051590 Two Deck Stock Truck - 
 36" X 16" w/ Both Tubular Decks
  Painted Green - 800lbs. Capacity.

Stock Cart (Heavy-Duty)

This versatile cart is a transporter of both dry and perishable goods 
with convenient work height. All carts below have capacity of 

800 lbs.

7600665
36"x18" Green Stock Cart w/ 
Bolt-on 5" Casters. top 
Galvinized Deck and Tubular

7601115 500 lbs. cap. hand 
 truck, 12.5” x 55”
 Toe Plate: 7” x 14” 
 color red.
 Two handles, aluminum,  
 & solid tires

Kick-Off Hand Truck

Spot your load anywhere.  Flush against 
a wall. counter etc.  The action of the 
“Kick-Off” mechanism uses the weight 
to push the truck out from under and 
away from the load.  Specially suited 
for:  supermarkets, bottle stores, ware-
houses, truckers, food distributors, etc.

Tubular Steel Hand Truck

7600360 10” x 14” toe plate, 
 center bar back, 39 lbs.

Standard of the industry.  Heavy 
duty.  Easy to roll hand truck.  8” x 1 
5/8” easy roll rubber wheels.  Heavy 
gussets to insure extra sturdiness.  
Overall dimensions—55” high x 19” 
wide.  
Capacity 600 lbs. Color red.
(Image shown does not reflect red color)


